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Understanding Scaling – the scaling challenge – is important when looking  
at an Organization that is becoming, or has become, big.

Prerequisites: None
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The purpose of an Organization is to produce Results that provide value for its Stakeholders and do it in an effective 
and efficient manner… and do this even though the Stakeholders are changing their minds, and disagreeing with each 
other, about what they want�

Most Organizations naturally want to grow in order to provide even more value to even more Stakeholders� Managing 
this growth – doing it in an effective manner – is the scaling challenge that is discussed and described in this white 
paper� We do not try to solve the scaling challenge in this paper – that comes later – all we are trying to do is 
describe it to you�

Let’s look at the simplest scaling challenge; an Organization of one that is going to grow� Let’s say that Sam is a One-
Person Shop providing web services to Clients. Sam’s job is reasonably simple. Sam talks to Clients, figures out what 
they want, and gives it to them� Sam also ‘keeps the books’ and manages the money� Sam is in complete control, and 
life is good. Easy peasy…

Figure 1: A One-Person Shop

But all is not perfect� Maybe there are new Clients Sam wants to work with� Maybe Sam wants to deliver Results 
faster for existing Clients� Maybe Sam is ambitious and wants to grow and make a lot of money� Maybe Sam is just 
getting tired and worn out and needs to offload some of the work. Whatever… In any case, Sam decides to hire 
people to help – the One-Person Shop is going to become a Team� 

Growing an Organization
In the beginning, it’s not so bad. Sam is still in charge and only has a single employee. Sam is still talking to Clients 
to figure out what they want, keeping the books and managing the money – now including payroll. But Sam has a 
Teammate to help deliver the web services to Clients� Sam’s Team can now deliver more Results faster� This is great! 
So Sam decides to hire some more workers�

Figure 2: Adding Workers

As each new worker comes on board, Sam’s Team becomes able to deliver even more Results even faster� But it 
comes at a cost� Since Sam is the only manager, Sam will need to manage and train the workers; and this takes time� 
Sam will need to make sure the Team is delivering the right Results the right way, and this takes time�
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Not only that, but Sam’s Team is producing Results so fast that it will need new Clients to do more work� Since Sam 
is the Client interface, this will take ever more of Sam’s time. Sam is getting overloaded, and needs to offload some of 
the work, again…

Sam likes working with the Clients, and likes working with the Team, so Sam decides to outsource the Financials�  
Sam hires somebody to keep the books, do payroll, and manage the money� Sam’s Organization has scaled; it has 
adapted to growth�

Figure 3: Outsourcing the Financials

Things keep going well, so Sam keeps hiring more workers – and can handle the growth for a while because of 
offloading the Financials. However, Sam eventually gets overloaded trying to manage both the Clients and the  
Team� So, Sam elevates one of the workers to be a Team Leader so Sam can focus only on Clients – which Sam  
really likes to do�

Figure 4: Sam is Focusing on Customers, and has promoted a Team Leader

Business is still booming! So Sam hires even more people to be on the DevTeam� As this continues, Sam’s Team 
Leader is eventually overwhelmed with workers, and the DevTeam needs to be split into two DevTeams� The Team 
Leader is promoted to Development Lead, and two other Team Members are elevated to be DevTeam Leaders�
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Figure 5: Development Team splits because of overloaded Team Leader

What Sam’s Organization has done so far is typical; growth keeps putting pressure on individual managers (the ones 
with the hats) until they are stretched so far that something has to give� This pressure forces the Organization to 
change, usually by splitting things up and creating some sort of structure of people and nested and interconnected Teams�

This splitting also increases the number of manager-type people (the hats, remember) and causes some kind of 
distributed management and decision-making� This distributed management and decision-making, along with the 
associated communications, is called the Organization’s governance mechanism�

When we talk about Scaling, we are referring to the changes in Structure and Governance that enable successful 
growth� (Note: Organizations can also change/improve technical processes in order to increase productivity; this can also be 
thought of as a scaling solution. However, in this paper, we will restrict our discussions to Structural and Governance changes, 
and will ignore possible improvements in technical processes.) Thus far in our story about Sam’s Organization, the Scaling 
has been forced by the overloading of managers caused by hiring more workers�

This is not the only reason for Scaling� Let’s look at some other representative examples�

Absorbing Another Organization
Work keeps coming in, and Sam tries to figure out what to do. Luckily, Sam has a friend, Sri, who has a small Team that 
also supplies web services� Sri’s Team has just lost three large Clients, and needs some work to do� So, Sam makes a 
deal with Sri to have Sam’s Organization absorb Sri’s Team as a complete entity; Sri’s Team still manages its existing 
Clients, does its own Financials, and so on, but Sam can offload some work to Sri. Everybody is happy for now…
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Figure 6: Absorbing another Organization

Exploiting Economies of Scale and Refactoring
Eventually, after Sri’s Team has become comfortable, Sam and Sri jointly realize that it is inefficient for each of them 
to be doing Financials – the Financials should be centralized� This combining of their Financials is an example of 
exploiting the Economies of Scale through centralizing common work and functions� Organizations often exploit the 
economies of scale by centralizing things like HR, Legal, Contracts, IT, and so on…

Sri is also uncomfortable working with Clients (maybe that’s why Sri lost some of them… just sayin’…) and wants to 
concentrate on the technical stuff� So, Sri’s Team is going to move in with the other DevTeams, with Sri serving as its 
Team Leader� 

The final result of these changes is the following structure.

Figure 7: Refactoring and taking advantage of Economy of Scale
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Decentralizing some Client Contact
It turns out that the Organization went a little bit too far in its centralization, though. Some of the current Clients 
are complaining about reaction time; they are now too far removed from the DevTeams they are working with� The 
Organization adapts by de-centralizing a little bit: Sam will focus on future/prospective Clients, and the DevTeams will 
work with their current Clients directly�

And here’s the final result.

Figure 8: De-Centralizing Client Contact to improve Reaction Time

Wow! How Sam’s Organization has grown! Let’s take a quick look at Sam’s Organization. Sam’s Organization is 
now basically a Team of Teams, and each of these Teams has its own leader/manager – who we refer to as its Team 
Captain[1]. This distribution of Team Captains makes sure that none of them (especially Sam) is overloaded. In this 
simple case, the Team Captains are readily identifiable – they are official decision-makers – but this is not always true; 
sometimes a Team’s Captain is unofficial and emerges from the Team as necessary.

Structure and Governance of a Scaled Organization
The previous story about Sam’s Organization illustrates how, and why, Organizations scale� Both the Structure and 
Governance of this particular Scaled Organization are easy to understand�

Usually, the Structure of a scaled Organization is easy to see; you can discern the Teams and sub-Teams that emerged 
as the Organization scaled� When done well, these Teams will be cohesive with relatively few dependencies between 
them; and you can understand how they could work together to provide value to their Stakeholders. If you are lucky, 
each Team will have an identifiable (formal) Team Captain, acting as its primary decision-maker.

However, we’re often not that lucky. The scaled Organization’s Governance – its actual decision-making process – 
could be hard to see� We hope that the sub-Teams are communicating and working together somehow, but it may not 
be obvious exactly how they’re doing it – it may be that their actual decision-makers are not their formal leadership� 
In real life, an Organization’s Governance can be formal, informal, or even stealth – an Organization’s overall 
Governance is often part of its Culture, not its official Process.

1 I like to use the term ‘Team Captain’ as it intentionally blurs the distinction between a Leader and a Manager. In my experience, Organizations 
typically have Team Captains; Organizations with no Team Captain are usually Groups, not Organizations. I treat this as a definition for the 
purpose of this white paper�
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An Organization that scaled well will have both good Structure and good Governance� Unfortunately, many large 
organizations that are properly Structured are ruined by bad Governance� There are many ways that bad Governance 
can make a properly Structured Organization ineffective:

• There could still be heroic decision-makers stretching themselves too thin even though they don’t need to, which 
results in bad decisions being made;

• There could be decision-makers who are working at cross-purposes, making the Organization ineffective;  
and, of course,

• There could be decision-makers who are ‘Bad Bosses’ – micro-managing autocrats who bring out the worst in 
their Organizations�

Bottom line, good Structure enables good scaling but does not guarantee it� Not surprisingly, successful scaling 
requires good Governance. One of the lessons I keep learning, over and over, is that it’s always the people that matter 
the most.  In particular, in the case of scaling, it is the decision-making that really matters – and the Structure merely 
enables the communications that are necessary for good decision-making�

So Why Do We Care?
So, I can hear you saying: “Dan, this is interesting stuff, but why should I care?” Well, there are a couple reasons that you 
could care:

• First, and most obviously, you might be helping an Organization scale; it might be adding new people and need 
some guidance about how to do that�

• Second, and most importantly, you might be helping an existing large Organization improve; and so you’re looking 
at it through your ‘scaling’ eyes to help you figure out how to help.

Looking at a large Organization with your ‘scaling’ eyes – through a ‘scaling’ lens – is very useful, because a successful 
large Organization is one that looks and acts like it scaled to meet the forces and conditions it is currently facing� 
Most large Organizations did scale as they grew, but they scaled in response to the forces and conditions that existed 
at the time. Because their size is a result of scaling due to forces and conditions that might no longer exist, their 
existing Structure and Governance may be unsuited to the realities they face now.

So, what would we look for in evaluating an Organization through a ‘scaling’ lens? Well, we need to discover and 
evaluate both its Structure and its Governance�

Discovering and Evaluating the Structure of a Large Organization
Let’s look at our large Organization as a single, big Team� Within this big Team, can you identify its Team Captain – its 
‘Big Boss;’ can you identify its existing sub-Teams, which are groups of people that the Organization already treats as 
cohesive units – often with their own Team Captains? Do these sub-Teams have even smaller sub-Teams? 

Get a big piece of paper and sketch it out… can you draw a map of the Organization, showing where the people ‘live’ 
– what Teams they are on? Once you have these Teams, can you identify their leadership, either formal or informal?
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Now, this could be hard to do. Different parts of the Organization may ‘officially’ divide people up in different ways. 
The most common ways Organizations divide people up are:

• By how people are managed,

• By the skills people have, or

• By what results they produce�

But remember, the very first thing we mentioned in this white paper is that the Organization’s job is to provide 
valuable Results to its Stakeholders – and to do this effectively and efficiently. This means that there must be a 
structure the Organization uses – either officially or unofficially – to provide this value. This is what we really care 
about, so focus on the Organization’s Structure from the point of view of producing Results – try to find the 
Structure it uses when doing work to provide Results�

This might not be easy� For example, the Organization may be organized functionally; there are Teams of coders, 
Teams of testers, Teams of analysts, and so on – this might be the official structure. You need to figure out what 
the structure is while they are actually doing work – providing valuable Results� This can be done in many different 
ways, and could be either official or unofficial. As one example, the Organization may be a matrix organization that 
restructures itself into small cross-functional Teams when doing work�

Now that you’ve got this structure, look and see how the pieces are connected – how they depend on each other 
while producing Results to Stakeholders� Note that producing Results is not merely the ‘construction’ process� 

Every Organization needs to: 

1� Know who its Stakeholders are, 

2� Understand what is valuable to them, 

3� Decide what to actually provide, and then 

4� Provide it� 

This means that there is a lot of stuff going on that you need to analyze� Since the Stakeholders are changing their 
minds, and disagreeing with each other, about what they want, the Organization may also need to change directions 
quickly and gracefully. In other words, make sure you look at the totality of the process (the complete value chain) 
when determining dependencies and connections�

When you have identified groups/Teams that need to communicate and work together as part of this value  
chain, you will find that some of them aren’t ‘physically’ close together. When you see things like this, they could  
cause problems; and these problems could be solved either by improving the Organization’s Structure or by 
improving its Governance�

So, once you’ve got a good grasp on the Structure, take a look at the Governance…

Discovering and Evaluating the Governance of a Large Organization
The Organization has lots of interconnected pieces, and you’re looking at its Governance� What you are looking for is 
how the people in the Organization communicate and make decisions�

For the sake of this paper, let me focus only on the Organization’s primary goal, which is to produce Results that 
provide value for its Stakeholders. The Organization wants to do this in an effective and efficient manner… and do 
this even though the Stakeholders are changing their minds, and disagreeing with each other, about what they want�
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No matter what the Structure looks like, the following is true: there are decision-makers and there are workers� The 
decision-makers are choosing what to produce for the Organization’s Stakeholders, and the workers are actually 
producing the value�

In order for the Organization to do an effective job, there are two big things it must do:

1� Assure that the decision-makers are in agreement about what to produce, and

2� Assure that the workers are working together harmoniously to produce it�

Basically, we want the whole Organization to be pulling together, in the same direction, as they produce value for 
Stakeholders – the people in the Organization need to be in alignment about these two issues�

The following diagram represents a typical Organization, with a Big Boss at the top, workers at the bottom, and a 
web of decision-makers in between� The arrows represent the alignment issues we are discussing here�

Big Boss

Figure 9: A Typical Organization

Let’s assume that the Organization’s Big Boss (its top-level Team Captain) is actually in control� This means that the 
Big Boss sets the tone for the Organization by issuing direction and guidance about what he or she intends should be 
delivered to the Stakeholders – in the military this is called the ‘Commander’s Intent.’ 

There are two issues involved with this concept of Intent:

1� Because the Organization could be very big, this Intent could be very high-level and ambiguous; both details and 
specificity will need to be defined and refined by the Organization itself; and

2� Because both the Realities of delivery and the Stakeholder’s minds change in unexpected ways, the Big Boss may 
need to modify the Intent at any time.

These issues lead to our first Governance challenge, what I call ‘top-to-bottom’ alignment. Everyone in 
the Organization must be pulling in the same direction – they all need to be on the same page about what is being 
delivered to Stakeholders. The Big Boss’s Intent about what should be delivered to Stakeholders and the workers’ 
Reality about what is being developed must be kept aligned and in sync with each other at all times. This is alignment 
on the what, why, and when of development�

Clearly, the bigger the Organization, the more difficult this alignment is to achieve. There could be a big difference 
between what the Big Boss knows and what the workers know, and this could be filtered up and down through multiple 
levels of Organization and intermediate decision-makers. Information from the workers needs to be synthesized and 
aggregated as it moves up to the Big Boss; and the Big Boss’s Intent needs to be refined, defined, and fleshed out as it 
flows down to the workers. It could be very easy for this top-to-bottom alignment to get out of sync.
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Not only that, but…The workers themselves have their own alignment issue. They will need to work together, 
both within and across the Organization’s sub-Teams, in order to deliver the expected Results� This will cause 
development-related dependencies and issues of many types between sub-Teams, and these Teams will need to 
cooperate, coordinate, and collaborate in order to resolve them� 

This is our second Governance challenge, which I call ‘left-to-right’ alignment. This is an alignment of the how, who, 
and possibly where of development�

So…When discovering and evaluating an Organization’s Governance, there are two things we need to do. We need 
to determine if the communications and decision-making mechanisms are in place that will enable both the top-to-
bottom and left-to-right alignments that are necessary for success. This is often very difficult to do, and I usually find 
myself asking some variation of the question: “are the right people having the right conversations at the right time?” in 
order to figure it out.

Summary
Small Organizations often find it easy to perform their primary job, which is to deliver valuable Results for their 
Stakeholders. Organizations that are big, or are becoming bigger, usually find it hard to deliver valuable Results. This is 
primarily because their size makes it difficult for them to adapt to the fact that both the Realities of delivery and the 
Stakeholder’s minds change in unexpected ways�

To resolve these challenges, large Organizations, or those that are becoming large, need to understand what a 
successfully scaled Organization looks like� A successful large Organization is one whose Structure ‘looks like’ it 
scaled in response to the forces that currently affect it� 

When an Organization scales, there are two main forces in play; the need to decompose into multiple interacting 
Teams so that decision-making can be layered and decentralized in order to avoid overloading decision-makers, and 
the need to centralize common functions and features in order to leverage economy of scale�

Additionally, an Organization’s Governance must adapt as the Organization grows� There must be mechanisms and 
processes in place that:

• Enable and assure top-to-bottom alignment: keeping the Intent and the Reality about the what, why, and when of 
development in sync with each other at all times; and

• Enable and assure left-to-right alignment: making sure that sub-Teams cooperate, coordinate, and collaborate in 
order to resolve the issues involved in the how, who, and (possibly) where of development�

Good Luck!
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